
 



Legal Notice  

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 

transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic, mechanical, 

photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise - except as permitted under 

Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior 

written permission of the Publisher. 

 All trademarks and intellectual property are the property of their respective 

owners. 

Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the author has used his best 

efforts in preparing this material, he makes no representations or warranties 

with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book and 

specifically disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a 

particular purpose. No warranty may be created or extended by sales 

representatives or any written sales materials.   

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the 

creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or 

represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 

changing nature of the Internet. The advice and strategies contained herein 

may not be suitable for your situation. You should consult with a professional 

in legal, business, accounting, and finance field, where appropriate. Neither 

the publisher, author nor any distributor shall be liable for any loss of profit or 

any other commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, 

consequential, or other damages. 

No guarantee of income is made. Readers are cautioned to apply their own 

judgment about their individual circumstances and to act accordingly. This 

material is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or 

financial advice. 

 

 

 

 



About Author 

First of all I want to thank you for taking interest to read my research and I 

Welcome you to my Facebook group of talented and professional guys. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/222091388289338/ 

My name is Aamir Iqbal and I am well known as “Mr. Ranker” in Pakistan and 

India because of my SEO expertise. I am the CEO of following IT Branding 

websites. 

 

 

Most of you are already familiar with a great unique platform of SEO tutorials 

and software that is GreenHatWorld. I am providing my services since 2007 to 

a very large list of permanent clients and it is my career now. I make myself a 

professional by advertising myself especially on the platforms like Fiverr, oDesk 

(Now upwork), PeoplePerHour etc. Many of my fans says that I have some 

great tricks to promote my digital marketing campaigns within some minutes 

and I can make a lot of money within some hours. It is true if I must say 

because when I do event blogging, I really spend some minutes of my time and 

make an enormous amount of money within no time. A little smart work of me 

(Because of 8 years of experience), cause a tremendous change in $$ figures. 

Of course I believe in hard work, but I also believe in smart work. That’s the 

reason, my work is always approaches to the perfection status. My success is 

not limited to just some stories or events, but the main reason behind my 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/222091388289338/


success is that I work hard enough to raise my moral among my community of 

marketers and I help newbies to catch a perfect line of work according to their 

interests and field of works. In short, I am a man who trusts himself and I am a 

man who loves to help those who are straying in the dark jungle of wild 

poisonous animals by providing them the light of hope and to protect them 

from various frauds that they can have in this line of field. This is me and this is 

what I described by many of my fans. So, these are not just my words, but also 

the words of my students and fans. 

Thanks again  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to Promote Affiliate Products through YouTube Video 

YouTube is a good place where you are able to easily promote your affiliate 

product with a video. You do not need a website, you do not need domain and 

hosting, So you can start promoting your affiliate products totally free of cost. 

 

Affiliate Networks 

 Clickbank 

 jvzoo.com 

 warriorplus 

 Amazon 

 eBay 

 Rakuten 

 CJ Affiliate by Conversant 

 ShareaSale 

 Avangate 

 Flexoffers 

 Avantlink 

 RevenueWire 

 ReviMedia 

 AdCombo 

 AffiBank 

 

Find an Affiliate Product You Can Promote  

Promote an affiliate product with video, you need to find a product that you 

can create a video on. I am using clickbank for affiliate product.  

 



Let’s review this simple step: 

 

I am using this product (Lean Belly Breakthrough) for YouTube video and let's 

find keywords. 

 

Keywords Finding Tool 

The best tool for video marketing is SEO-Tool-Station Youtube Video Keyword 

Ranker and I always or you can say only this tool for my video keyword 

research work. The best part about this tool is that it will give you the perfect 

option to choose the keyword. 

 

Below is the most commonly used phrase by authors which they find useful 

and profitable. 

 

http://seotoolstation.com/related-keywords-finder/%20using%20this%20tool
http://seotoolstation.com/related-keywords-finder/%20using%20this%20tool


 

Lean Belly Breakthrough 

lean belly breakthrough free 

lean belly breakthrough amazon 

lean belly breakthrough scam 

lean belly breakthrough pdf free 

lean belly breakthrough pdf download 

lean belly breakthrough ritual 

lean belly breakthrough digital product 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For Better Optimization, You Need to Follow These Points  

 YouTube SEO Checklist – (Chrome Extension) 

 

 

Title Optimization 

 Compelling Headline used to improve CTR? 

 Main keyword in title? 

 LSI or Related keyword in Title too? 

 Have You Used the Snippet Tool to check how your Meta title and 

 Descriptions look?  

 

Description Optimization 

 Do you have more than 300 word description 

 Do you have main keyword in description first sentence? 

 Did You Use a Short, Concise Accurate description on the basic 

information 

 about your video the first 3 lines of your description? 



 Do You Have Related Search Terms From Google SERPS in Your 

Description 

 Do You Have Just 1 link in description? 

 Do you have more than one link in description? 

 If Yes, Is Additional Links To Related Videos In Your Channel or To Your 

 Social Accounts? 

 Is the money url link in first 3 lines? 

 Do your descriptions have some google grouped keywords sprinkled 

 throughout  

 

Correct category used? 

 Did you add your video to a playlist 

 Is the playlist syndicating to support channels? 

 Tag Optimization 

 Is Your Main keyword in your video tags? 

 Have you put your most important keywords first? 

 Are your tags highly relevant to the video content? 

 Are all your highly relevant tags in description? 

 Do You Have Related Searches From Google SERPS in Your Tags? 

 Do You Have Branding Tags In Your Videos? 

 If main keyword is in all (title, tags, description, annotations or cards) 

 If related keyword is in all (title, tags, description, annotations or cards) 



 

We want our affiliate link to be on top and highly visible. 

 

 

Useful Links 

Query Tool URL 
Related Keyword Finder http://seotoolstation.com/related-

keywords-finder/ 

SEO Tool Station YouTube Video 
Keyword Ranker 

http://seotoolstation.com/youtube-video-
keyword-ranker/ 

Affiliate Marketing With YouTube Course  https://greenhatworld.com/affiliate-
marketing-with-youtube/ 

TubeRank Jeet https://greenhatworld.com/tuberank-jeet-3/ 

 

http://seotoolstation.com/related-keywords-finder/
http://seotoolstation.com/related-keywords-finder/
http://seotoolstation.com/youtube-video-keyword-ranker/
http://seotoolstation.com/youtube-video-keyword-ranker/
https://greenhatworld.com/affiliate-marketing-with-youtube/
https://greenhatworld.com/affiliate-marketing-with-youtube/
https://greenhatworld.com/tuberank-jeet-3/

